Stanley Gibbons Starter Packs

Advanced Starter Pack with Blue Binder
Stock Code: RASP-B
The Stanley Gibbons Stamp Collecting Set brings the quality and luxury
of Stanley Gibbons, whilst providing the perfect starting platform for
your collection. For any collector who is returning to the fold, or for any
budding collector. The Stamp Collecting Set is available with either blue
or red Sandringham binder.
Contents Include:
- The Stanley Gibbons Sandringham Binder.
The quintisental stamp binder, designed for the everyday collector
looking to bring an element of prestige to their collection, with red or
navy faux leather covering adding a premium feel.
Size: 275x300mm
- 140gsm quadrille leaves x25.
A premium quadrille leaf speciﬁclly created for Stanley Gibbons. An
excellent home for your collection.
- Mixed mounts.
A packet of mixed mounts to help you learn the art of creating a page
in your stamp album.
- 120mm bent spade nickle-plated tweezers.
- 2x magniﬁcation dome magniﬁer with LED lighting, designed for
ergonomic comfort.
- 250 mixed stamps to add to your growing collection.
- The Stanley Gibbons Enjoy Stamp Collecting Guide. This practical
guide will walk you through the process of assembling your ﬁrst
collection, and guide you on the path to growing your hobby.

£75.00

Advanced Starter Pack with Red Binder
Stock Code: RASP-R
The Stanley Gibbons Stamp Collecting Set brings the quality and luxury
of Stanley Gibbons, whilst providing the perfect starting platform for
your collection. For any collector who is returning to the fold, or for any
budding collector. The Stamp Collecting Set is available with either blue
or red Sandringham binder.
Contents Include:
- The Stanley Gibbons Sandringham Binder.
The quintisental stamp binder, designed for the everyday collector
looking to bring an element of prestige to their collection, with red or
navy faux leather covering adding a premium feel.
Size: 275x300mm
- 140gsm quadrille leaves x25.
A premium quadrille leaf speciﬁclly created for Stanley Gibbons. An
excellent home for your collection.
- Mixed mounts.
A packet of mixed mounts to help you learn the art of creating a page
in your stamp album.
- 120mm bent spade nickle-plated tweezers.
- 2x magniﬁcation dome magniﬁer with LED lighting, designed for
ergonomic comfort.
- 250 mixed stamps to add to your growing collection.
- The Stanley Gibbons Enjoy Stamp Collecting Guide. This practical
guide will walk you through the process of assembling your ﬁrst
collection, and guide you on the path to growing your hobby.

£75.00

Starter Collecting Set with Red Stock
Book
Stock Code: RJSP-R
The Stanley Gibbons Starter Collecting Set has been produced
especially with new collectors in mind. This set is perfect to house any
new and budding collection. The Starter Collecting Set is available with
either a blue or a red 8-page stock book.
Contents Include:
- The Stanley Gibbons 8-page stock book.
The new Stanley Gibbons stock book is an ideal way to start collecting,
with the ability to enjoy all sides of this wonderful hobby without
dividing into a speciﬁc genre of collecting before you are ready.
- 120mm bent spade nickle-plated tweezers.
- 2x magniﬁcation fold out sturdy magniﬁer, perfect for any budding
enthusiast.
- 150 mixed stamps to begin growing your. collection.
- The Stanley Gibbons Enjoy Stamp Collecting Guide. This practical
guide will walk you through the process of assembling your ﬁrst
collection, and guide you on the path to growing your hobby.

£25.00
Starter Collecting Set with Blue Stock
Book
Stock Code: RJSP-B
The Stanley Gibbons Starter Collecting Set has been produced
especially with new collectors in mind. This set is perfect to house any
new and budding collection. The Collecting Starter Set is available with
either a blue or a red 8-page stock book.
Contents Include:
- The Stanley Gibbons 8-page stock book.
The new Stanley Gibbons stock book is an ideal way to start collecting,
with the ability to enjoy all sides of this wonderful hobby without
dividing into a speciﬁc genre of collecting before you are ready.
- 120mm bent spade nickle-plated tweezers.
- 2x magniﬁcation fold out sturdy magniﬁer, perfect for any budding
enthusiast.
- 150 mixed stamps to begin growing your. collection.
- The Stanley Gibbons Enjoy Stamp Collecting Guide. This practical
guide will walk you through the process of assembling your ﬁrst
collection, and guide you on the path to growing your hobby.

£25.00

